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Abstract A distributed parameter linear model is derived from simpli®ed physical equations of one dimensional open channel hydraulics. This linear model relating downstream to upstream ¯ow rates is then identi®ed analytically to a second order transfer function with delay, that can be used for controller synthesis. Analytical formulas for exact sampling with zero and ®rst order holds are also given for the discrete-time case. The modelling error made when considering linear models around di€erent reference discharges in a given set can be evaluated with a bound on multiplicative and on additive uncertainties. These bounds are useful for controller robustness analysis and synthesis. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. Keywords: Open-channel hydraulic system; Model uncertainty; Time delay; Sampling



1. Introduction 1.1. A brief review Irrigation canal systems are usually complex large scale systems, made of several interconnected subsystems. Management of such systems, traditionally done manually could be greatly improved using automatic control techniques. Design of an automatic controller with modern automatic methods requires a model of the system, usually linear. However, open channel hydraulics are nonlinear, represented by nonlinear partial di€erential equations (Saint±Venant's equations). Modelling of such systems for control design is therefore not so easy to devise, although it is a crucial step. Several linear models have already been proposed for open channel systems: Corriga [1,2] proposed a model for open channel networks, relating the elevation or the volume in the reaches to the gate positions. Papageorgiou [3] and Ermolin [4] proposed an approximation for channels in uniform ¯ow, derived from linearized Saint±Venant equations. Schuurmans [5] uses an approximation model including backwater e€ects, using a reservoir-delay model. Malaterre [6] used
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a state space model for canal system derived from discretized Saint±Venant equations. Baume [7] obtained a in®nite dimension state-space model from linearized Saint±Venant equations. In the case of rivers, where downstream in¯uence is generally negligible for the mass transfer, a simpli®ed model can be used, also derived from Saint±Venant equations, with only the discharge as variable. In this paper, an analytical identi®cation of an in®nite dimension linear model to a second order transfer function with delay is proposed using the moment matching method. The linear model derived from simpli®ed Saint±Venant equations is parametrized as a function of the reference discharge, which enables us to have a set of linear models for di€erent reference points. Formulas for exact sampling of second order transfer function with delay are also given, with a zero and a ®rst order hold. The continuous transfer function obtained by moment matching method is useful for the design of robust controllers, as multiplicative and additive uncertainties can be computed easily. 1.2. Presentation of the system The irrigation system considered uses natural rivers to convey water released from upstream dam to consumption locations, which are distributed along the reach. The simpli®ed system considered for control design consists in a dam and one river reach with a measuring station at its downstream end. The control action variable is the upstream discharge. It is therefore assumed that there is a local (slave) controller at the dam that acts on a gate such that the desired discharge is delivered. The controlled variable is the discharge at downstream end of the river. There are several reasons for this: · The ®rst control objective is expressed in terms of a target discharge downstream, de®ned for hygienic reasons. This target discharge is ®xed by the administration in charge of the river, together with the di€erent water users, and is calculated to ensure good environmental conditions for wild life in the river (®sh especially). · Farmers use pumps to take water out of the river, and the second control objective is expressed in terms of a quantity of water delivered in a given time, which is a discharge. Intermediate water levels in the river reach are not considered, as the control system is used mainly in summer, when discharge is quite low. As the capacity of the river is about ten times the maximum discharge conveyed in summer, the water elevation is always below the river banks. · The discharge measurement at the downstream end of the river is done by measuring a water level z at a cross structure, and using a rating curve Q(z). Controlling the discharge downstream is then equivalent to controlling the water elevation at the same location.



2. Physical equations 2.1. Saint±Venant equations Open channel hydraulics are well represented by Saint±Venant equation [8]: oA oQ ‡ ˆ q1 ; ot ox oQ o…Q2 =A† oz ‡ ‡ Ag ˆ ÿAgSf ‡ kq1 V ; ot ox ox



…1†
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Q…x; t† is the discharge (m3 /s) across section A; ql …x; t† the lateral discharge (m2 /s) …ql > 0: in¯ow, ql < 0: out¯ow), A…x; z† the wetted area (m2 ), z…x; t† the absolute water surface elevation (m), Sf …Q; z; x† the friction slope, V …x; t† the mean velocity (m/s) in section A, and g the gravitational acceleration (m/s2 ), k ˆ 0 if ql > 0 and k ˆ 1 if ql < 0, considering that in¯ows are perpendicular to the ¯ow, therefore not contributing to the momentum and out¯ow are parallel to the ¯ow, diminishing the momentum. 2.2. Di€usive wave equation Under the following hypotheses: · ql ˆ 0, · inertia terms …oQ=ot ‡ o…Q2 =A†=†oX † negligible in regards of … Ag oz=ox†, water elevation z can be eliminated from Saint±Venant equations (see Appendix A for detailed calculus), which leads to the di€usive wave equation [9]: oQ oQ o2 Q ‡ C…Q; z; x† ÿ D…Q; z; x† 2 ˆ 0 ot ox ox



…2†



with Q…x; t† the discharge (m3 /s), C…Q; z; x† the celerity (m/s), and D…Q; z; x† the di€usion (m2 /s). It is a nonlinear partial di€erential equation, because C and D usually depend on Q; z and x. C and D are given by:   1 oB o…BSf † C…Q; z; x† ˆ 2 ÿ ; B …oSf =oQ† ox oz D…Q; z; x† ˆ



1 B…oSf =oQ†



with B the water surface width. In general cases, it is di�cult to have simple analytical expressions of C and D, but assuming uniform geometry, and quasi-uniform ¯ow, C and D can be expressed as functions of Q and parameters describing the geometry of the river. For a rectangular river of width B, slope Sl , and uniform depth y: Cˆ



5Q ; 3By



Q : 2BS1 Assuming y is equal to the hydraulic radius, Manning±Strickler formula [8] gives: p����� Q ˆ KA S1 y 2=3 : K is the Strickler coe�cient. As A ˆ By, y is a power function of Q:  3=5 1 3=5 p����� with a ˆ : y ˆ aQ KB S1 C can then be expressed as a function of Q: 5 2=5 Cˆ Q : 3aB D is proportional to Q, and C is a power function of Q in an increasing way. Dˆ
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Using the variables H ˆ 1=C (hydraulic time-lag in s/m) and Z ˆ C=4D (ampli®cation in mÿ1 ), Trouvat [10] proposed to express them as power functions of Q. The same assumption is made here with C and D, so that C…Q† ˆ aC QbC and D…Q† ˆ aD QbD . The identi®cation of the four parameters aC ; bC ; aD ; bD for a river reach proved to be e�cient on simulated as well as on real data [11]. 2.3. Hayami equation The linearization to the ®rst order of di€usive wave equation around a reference discharge Q0 leads to a linear equation called Hayami equation: oq oq o2 q …3† ‡ C0 ÿ D0 2 ˆ 0; ot ox ox where q is the variation of discharge from the reference discharge Q0 . With the notations introduced, C0 and D0 are expressed as: b



C 0 ˆ a C Q0 C



b



and D0 ˆ aD Q0 D :



3. Linear models for automatic control synthesis 3.1. Hayami transfer function An analytical expression of the transfer function between upstream and downstream discharges is obtained by using the Laplace transform, and integrating Hayami equation with the hypothesis of a semi-in®nite channel. The downstream boundary condition is left free, which is realistic in the case of long river reaches. The transfer function obtained for a reach of length X (reach length in meters): p��������������������� ! C0 ÿ C02 ‡ 4D0 s X : …4† FHayami …s† ˆ exp 2D0 The function FHayami (s) is an analytical function of s, but not rational. Fortunately, its time response for simple inputs (steps or ramps) can easily be simulated, either using an analytical solution given by inverse Laplace transform tables [12] or using convolution [13]. The step response is very close to the step response of a second order with delay. 3.2. Identi®cation to a second order with delay 3.2.1. Moment matching method Given f …t† a continuous function of time, with continuous derivatives, its nth moment is de®ned by Z1 Mn ˆ tn f …t† dt for n P 0: 0



The Laplace transform of f …t† is Z1 F …s† ˆ exp…ÿst†f …t† dt: 0
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Di€erentiating F with respect to s gives Z1 dF …s† ˆ ÿ t exp…ÿst†f …t† dt: ds 0



By a simple recurrence: Z1 dn F n …s† ˆ …ÿ1† tn exp…ÿst†f …t† dt: dsn 0



The moments of f …t† are therefore expressed in function of the derivatives of its Laplace transform F …s†: dn F …0† for n P 0: dsn The Taylor±Lagrange development of F …s† around s ˆ 0 gives Mn ˆ …ÿ1†n



dF d2 F s2 d3 F s3 …0†s ‡ 2 …0† ‡ 3 …0† ‡ o…s3 †; 2 ds 6 ds ds where o…s† is a function of s such that lims!0 …o…s†=s† ˆ 0. Then: s2 s3 F …s† ˆ M0 ÿ M1 s ‡ M2 ÿ M3 ‡ o…s3 †: 2 6 The purpose of moment matching method is to equate the low order moments of two di€erent models. It is therefore a way to ®t the frequency response of the models, for low frequencies …s  0†. This is a means to reproduce the low frequency behavior of a given transfer function, which is often the main range of frequencies encountered in natural systems. Centered moments M0n often give simpli®ed expressions: Z1 Z1 0 0 M0 ˆ f …t† dt and Mn ˆ …t ÿ M1 †n f …t† dt for n P 1: F …s† ˆ F …0† ‡



0



0



M0n



can be expressed in function of moment Mk ; k ˆ 1; . . . ; n: Centered moments n i Xh n! with Cnk ˆ … ÿ 1†k Cnk Mnÿk …M1 †k Mn0 ˆ : k!…n ÿ k†! kˆ0 Moreover, centered moments have an additivity property until the third order: the centered moment of a product F1 F2 is given by the sum of the centered moments of F1 and F2 . 3.2.2. Application to Hayami transfer function [6,14] The second order transfer function with delay is written as G exp…ÿss† : …5† 1 ‡ Ss ‡ Ps2 Four equations are needed to determine the four unknown coe�cients of this transfer function. After calculation of the four moments of both models, identi®cation of Hayami transfer function to F …s† with the moment matching method gives [14] (see Appendix B for details): F …s† ˆ



G ˆ 1; S ˆ …ÿb ‡



p���� 1=3 p���� D† ‡ …ÿb ÿ D†1=3 ;
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  2XD0 3D0 ; 1 ÿ SC02 C03 X ÿS sˆ C0



Pˆ



with b ˆ 6XD20 =C05 , and D ˆ …4X 2 D30 =C09 †…9D0 =C0 ÿ 2X †. The transfer function F …s† can also be written in classical form: F …s† ˆ



x2n exp…ÿss† s2 ‡ 2fxn s ‡ x2n



with 1 S xn ˆ p��� and f ˆ p��� : P 2 P These formulas can only be used when D P 0, i.e. when D0 =C0 P 2X =9. We de®ne the adimensional coe�cient CL ˆ C0 X =2D0 , to characterize the river reach. If CL P 9=4: the river reach is relatively small. The identi®cation leads to a negative coe�cient S, which corresponds to an unstable transfer function. In that case, it is not possible to obtain a stable second order transfer function with delay such that its four moments are equal to those of the Hayami transfer function. Then, it is possible to identify a ®rst order transfer function with delay, or a second order transfer function [7]. In that case, the identi®cation done by equating the ®rst three moments is possible if CL > 1. If CL 6 1, then a ®rst order transfer function can be identi®ed by equating the ®rst two moments of the transfer functions (see appendix for details). If CL P 9=4: the river reach is relatively long. Formulas corresponding to the case D < 0 are given by Malaterre [6]: S ˆ 2q1=3 cos …/=3† p���������������� p������ with q ˆ b2 ‡ jDj; / ˆ …p=2† ‡ arctan…b= jDj†; P and s are unchanged. These formulas lead to a stable second order transfer function with its ®rst four moments equal to those of Hayami transfer function. Results of identi®cation are summarized in Table 1. Application: Consider a river reach with the following characteristics: X ˆ 20 km; aC ˆ 4:41; bC ˆ 0:82; aD ˆ 332; bD ˆ 1. For a reference discharge Q0 ˆ 2 m3 /s, the Hayami coe�cients are C0 ˆ 7:7854 m/s and D0 ˆ 664 m2 /s (or H ˆ 0:0357 h/km and Z ˆ 2.9313 kmÿ1 ). As the adimensional coe�cient CL ˆ 117:2 is greater than 9/4 ˆ 2.25, identi®cation to a second order transfer function with delay is possible.



Table 1



Type of model identi®ed versus values of coe�cient CL Values of CL



Type of model identi®ed



Number of moment identi®ed



CL > 9=4 1 < CL 6 9=4 CL 6 1



Second order + delay First order + delay or second order First order



4 3 2
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The transfer function identi®ed with the moment matching method is: F …s† ˆ



exp…ÿss† 1 ‡ Ss ‡ Ps2



with S ˆ 400 s; P ˆ 51653 s2 ; s ˆ 2169 s. Step responses for Hayami and identi®ed transfer function F …s† are shown in Fig. 1. 3.3. Sampling of a second order transfer function with delay The continuous transfer function obtained in Section 3.2. can be used for controller design, but in many cases, as the implementation will be done on a digital computer, a sampled controller is needed. There are two ways to obtain a sampled controller: · one way is to design a controller for the continuous process, and to sample it, · another way is to sample the continuous process, and design a digital controller based on the sampled process. The latter enables us to have larger admissible sampling periods, without loosing much performance [15]. In the case of rivers, the critical point is that the delay varies with the discharge, which can destabilize linear controllers. Complete expressions for the sampling of a second order transfer function with delay will be given. Firstly with a zero order hold, which is useful for reaches at the upstream end of a river, just downstream the dam, and secondly with a ®rst order hold, for intermediate reaches, where the input is better approximated with a ®rst order hold, as the dynamics are quite slow. The problem of unstable zeros introduced by sampling a process with delay will also be investigated.



Fig. 1. Comparison of Hayami (ÿ) and transfer function F …s† (ÿáÿ) step responses.
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3.3.1. Zero order hold With a sampling period Te , the transfer function of the zero order hold is: H0 …s† ˆ …1 ÿ exp…ÿsTe ††=s. The sampled transfer function F0 corresponding to the continuous transfer function F is given by:   F0 …z† ˆ Z Lÿ1 fH0 …s†F …s†g …6† with Z denoting the Z transform, and Lÿ1 the inverse Laplace transform. Results are given for a general transfer function of second order with delay of the form: G exp…ÿss† : …1 ‡ sK1 †…1 ‡ sK2 † This is clearly related to Eq. (5) by the relations:



…7†



F …s† ˆ



S ˆ K1 ‡ K 2 ; P ˆ K1 K2 : The sampled transfer function obtained is: F0 …z† ˆ zÿrÿ1 with a ˆ z1 ‡ z2 ;



c ‡ dzÿ1 ‡ ezÿ2 1 ÿ azÿ1 ‡ bzÿ2 b ˆ z1 z2 ;



cˆ



…8† p1 a2 ÿ p 2 a1 ; p1 ÿ p2



dˆ



p2 a1 z2 ÿ p1 a2 z1 ‡ p1 b2 ÿ p2 b1 ; p1 ÿ p2



p2 b1 z2 ÿ p1 b2 z1 ; p1 ÿ p2 and, for i ˆ 1; 2:      Te L ÿ Te zi ˆ exp ÿ ; ai ˆ G 1 ÿ exp ; Ki Ki L is the fractional delay: s ˆ rTe ‡ L; 0 6 L < Te . eˆ



 bi ˆ Gzi







L exp Ki







 ÿ1 ;



pi ˆ ÿ



1 : Ki



3.3.2. First order hold The transfer function of the ®rst order hold is:  2 1 ‡ sTe 1 ÿ exp…ÿsTe † : H1 …s† ˆ Te s The sampled transfer function F1 corresponding to the continuous transfer function F is given by:   F1 …z† ˆ Z Lÿ1 fH1 …s†F …s†g : …9† The calculation gives the sampled transfer function: F1 …z† ˆ zÿrÿ1 with



c ‡ dzÿ1 ‡ ezÿ2 ‡ fzÿ3 1 ÿ azÿ1 ‡ bzÿ2



p1 a2 ÿ p 2 a1 p2 a1 z2 ÿ p1 a2 z1 ‡ p1 b2 ÿ p2 b1 ; dˆ ; p1 ÿ p2 p1 ÿ p2 p2 b1 z2 ÿ p1 b2 z1 ‡ p1 c2 ÿ p2 c1 p2 c1 z2 ÿ p1 c2 z1 ; f ˆ ; eˆ p1 ÿ p2 p1 ÿ p2



a ˆ z1 ‡ z2 ;



b ˆ z1 z2 ;



cˆ



…10†
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and, for i ˆ 1; 2:      L ÿ Te Ki L 1ÿ ‡1ÿ ; ai ˆ G 1 ÿ exp Ki Te Te         L ÿ Te Ki Ki ‡ L L ÿ1 1ÿ ‡ ÿ 2 zi ‡ ; bi ˆ G 2 exp Ki Te Te Te       Ki ‡ L L ÿ Te Ki ci ˆ G zi 1 ÿ ÿ exp 1ÿ : Ki Te Te Notations are the same as in 3.3.1. 3.3.3. Unstable zeros The exact sampling of a transfer function with a delay can introduce unstable zeros [16,17], and also modify the zeros that would have been obtained by sampling the process without the delay. When the process is modeled with a ®rst order with delay, G exp…ÿss† ; …1 ‡ sK† the sampling of P(s) with a zero order hold gives (see Appendix C): P …s† ˆ



P  …z† ˆ zÿrÿ1 with



 a ˆ exp



b ‡ czÿ1 1 ÿ azÿ1



 Te ; ÿ K



   L ÿ Te b ˆ G 1 ÿ exp ; K



 c ˆ G exp



Te ÿ K











L exp K







 ÿ1 :



The fractional delay introduces a zero equal to ÿc=b. If L ˆ 0, there is no zero introduced, as c ˆ 0. For higher order transfer functions with delay, the situation is di€erent. A general second order transfer function F2 …s† with two di€erent poles can be decomposed as a sum of two ®rst order transfer functions: F2 …s† ˆ P1 …s† ‡ P2 …s†: Then, the sampling of the corresponding transfer function with delay F …s† ˆ F2 …s† exp…ÿss† gives:   F  …z† ˆ Z Lÿ1 fH0 …s†…P1 …s† ‡ P2 …s†† exp… ÿ ss†g ;     F  …z† ˆ Z Lÿ1 fH0 …s†P1 …s† exp… ÿ ss†g ‡ Z Lÿ1 fH0 …s†P2 …s† exp… ÿ ss†g ;   ÿ1 b2 ‡ c2 zÿ1  ÿrÿ1 b1 ‡ c1 z ‡ : F …z† ˆ z 1 ÿ a1 zÿ1 1 ÿ a2 zÿ1 If the fractional delay L is equal to zero, the result is   b01 b02 0 ÿrÿ1 ‡ ; F …z† ˆ z 1 ÿ a1 zÿ1 1 ÿ a2 zÿ1 where b0i is obtained as bi , with L ˆ 0. The poles of F  …z† and F 0 …z† are identical, but there is no reason why their zeros should be the same. This is shown on an example with a second order transfer function with delay, sampled with a zero order hold.
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Fig. 2. Zeros of the sampled transfer function for di€erent sampling periods; o: zeros for exact sampling, *: zeros for separate sampling.



The transfer function is the one obtained in Section 3.2. Fig. 2 shows the zeros of the sampled transfer function obtained in both cases, for di€erent sampling periods. It is clear from the ®gure that even for cases when exact sampling does not introduce an unstable zero …Te ˆ 15 min†, the zero obtained by approximate sampling (i.e. not taking into account the fractional delay) is di€erent from the zeros obtained by exact sampling. This remark is particularly important when one wants to inverse the transfer function F  …z†, to design a feedforward controller taking into account forecast perturbations. In that case, instead of sampling approximately the delay, one should ®rst compute the exact sampled transfer function, and then eliminate the possible unstable zeros before inverting it. 4. Modelling of uncertainties Modern automatic control methods usually need a model of the process to be controlled. As physical systems have a rather complex behavior, models used for controller synthesis are often approximations of real complex models. It is easy to derive a controller for a model given by Eq. (7), which ensures closed loop stability. However, stability is not guaranteed when parameters of the nominal model are uncertain, or vary. This is the case when the reference point (here the reference discharge Q0 ) varies. For a given range of reference discharge variations ‰Qmin ; Qmax Š, a nominal model F0 and the associated multiplicative uncertainty Em (s) are de®ned as: F …s† ˆ F0 …s†‰1 ‡ Em …s†Š



…11†



with jEm …jx†j 6 lm …x† 8 x. The uncertainty can also be described as an additive uncertainty Ea …s†: F …s† ˆ F0 …s† ‡ Ea …s†



…12†



with jEa …jx†j 6 la …x† 8 x. Em …s† and Ea …s† represent multiplicative and additive uncertainties related to the nominal model F0 and the range of discharges considered. lm …x† and la …x† are the bounds on multiplicative and additive uncertainties.
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4.1. Nominal model For Q0 2 ‰Qmin ; Qmax Š, the identi®ed parameters s; K1 and K2 also have bounded variations. As extreme values of parameters correspond to extreme ¯ow rates, the nominal model is chosen as the model corresponding to mean values of parameters s; K1 and K2 (which do not necessarily correspond to a given reference discharge) F0 …s† ˆ



exp…ÿss0 † …1 ‡ sK10 †…1 ‡ sK20 †



with s…Qmin † ‡ s…Qmax † Ki …Qmin † ‡ Ki …Qmax † and Ki0 ˆ ; i ˆ 1; 2: 2 2 The choice of a nominal model is rather arbitrary, as it is di�cult to say a priori which is the ``best'' model for designing a controller. In some cases, it is nonetheless possible to evaluate the controller performances and robustness with a quantitative criteria, and to use this criteria to optimize the design parameters, including parameters of the nominal model [18]. s0 ˆ



4.2. Bounds on multiplicative and additive uncertainties Laughlin et al. [18] have derived an analytical bound on multiplicative uncertainty for a ®rst order with delay with simultaneous uncertainties on gain, delay and time constant. An analog analytical bound for a second order with delay could have been calculated, but, as mentioned by Corriga [2], parameter variations are strongly correlated (they are linked to the variations of the reference discharge Q0 ). Then, an approach like the one of Laughlin et al. [18], in which parameter variations are regarded as being completely independent one of the other would have led to over conservative results, because many combinations of parameters value are unrealistic. A numerical method is therefore used, leading to less conservative results, as variations in the reference discharge are explicitly considered as being the main source of uncertainty. 4.2.1. Continuous time Using the multiplicative form for uncertainties, lm …x† is found as F …jx; Q† lm …x† ˆ max ÿ 1 : Q2‰Qmin ;Qmax Š F …jx† 0



…13†



Denoting Qx the discharge for which the maximum is reached (Qx depends on frequency x) leads to the following expression for lm …x†: …1 ‡ jxK10 †…1 ‡ jxK20 †  : exp‰jx…s lm …x† ˆ ††Š ÿ 1 ÿ s…Q …14† 0 x …1 ‡ jxK …Q ††…1 ‡ jxK …Q †† 1



x



2



x



For the additive uncertainty, the bound is found as la …x† ˆ



max



Q2‰Qmin ;Qmax Š



jF …jx; Q† ÿ F0 …jx†j



…15†



or with the relation la …x† ˆ jF0 …jx†jlm …x†: 4.2.2. Discrete time To transform the uncertainty model to discrete time, it is not possible to sample-hold the uncertainty lm …x†, as there is no explicit expression of it.
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The method followed by Za®riou and Morari [19] is used to get the uncertainty bound for discrete time models obtained by sampling of continuous models. Instead of using Eq. (6) or Eq. (9), the z-transform of F …s† can also be calculated as [20]: 1 1 X Hi F …jx ‡ jk2p=Te † …16† Fi … expjxTe † ˆ Te kˆÿ1 with i ˆ 0 or 1, for zero or ®rst order hold. The objective is to evaluate the relative di€erence between the transfer functions Fi …z† and Fi0 …z†, i.e. 1 1 X Hi …F ÿ F0 †…jx ‡ jk2p=Te †: Fi … expjxTe † ÿ Fi0 … expjxTe † ˆ Te kˆÿ1 With the bound on jEa …jx†j: j…F ÿ F0 †…jx ‡ jk2p=Te †j 6 la …x ‡ 2kp=Te † and 1 X  F … expjxTe † ÿ F  … expjxTe † 6 1 jHi …jx ‡ jk2p=Te †j la …x ‡ 2kp=Te †: i 0i Te kˆÿ1



The discrete bounds on additive uncertainty lai are de®ned as the second member of the previous inequality: 1 1 X lai …x† :ˆ …17† jHi …jx ‡ jk2p=Te †j la …x ‡ 2kp=Te † Te kˆÿ1 and the discrete bounds on multiplicative uncertainty lmi as l …x† : lmi …x† :ˆ  ai F0i … expjxTe † 



…18†



The bounds are di€erent if one uses a zero …i ˆ 0† or a ®rst …i ˆ 1† order hold. As noted by Za®riou and Morari [19], for computational purposes, only a few terms in Eq. (17) need be considered, as Hi …jx†=Te is small for x P p=Te . For x 6 p=Te , the dominant term in Eq. (17) corresponds to k ˆ 0. 4.3. Application The bound lm …x† is calculated for the river with parameters given in the application 3.2, with discharges varying between 0.5 and 10 m3 /s. The ¯ow rate Qx for which the maximum in lm …x† is reached is shown in Fig. 3. The bound lm …x† is depicted in Fig. 4, with: · the relative di€erence between second order transfer functions identi®ed for extreme ¯ow rates and the nominal model F0 , i.e. F …jx; Q† F …jx† ÿ 1 for Q ˆ Qmin and Q ˆ Qmax ; 0



·



and the relative di€erence between Hayami transfer functions for Qmin ; Qmax and Qaverage and the nominal model F0 , i.e. FHayami …jx; Q† Qmin ‡ Qmax : ÿ 1 for Q ˆ Qmin ; Q ˆ Qmax and Q ˆ 2 F …jx† 0
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Fig. 3. Flow rate Q x.



Fig. 4. Bound on multiplicative uncertainty, compared to the relative di€erence between second order transfer functions (FT2r) and the nominal model F0 , and between Hayami transfer functions and the nominal model F0 , for di€erent ¯ow rates.



In this case, the bound is not violated for the Hayami transfer functions, but there is no guarantee for this. However, for most cases, the bound is large enough to capture errors relative to Hayami model, and there is no need to increase it. Fig. 5 gives the multiplicative and additive continuous-time bounds and their discrete-time analogues for Te ˆ 15 min. The discrete time bounds are not valid for frequencies larger than the Nyquist frequency xN ˆ p=Te .
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Fig. 5. Continuous-time (solid) and discrete-time (dashed) uncertainties.



5. Conclusion The paper applies the moment matching method to obtain an analytical identi®cation of an in®nite dimensional transfer function to a second order with delay. The latter is suitable for designing linear controllers by classical automatic methods. The moment matching method is developed and illustrated on the Hayami transfer function. The problem of sampling a system with a time delay is then considered, and exact formulas are given for a second order with delay, for sampling with zero and ®rst order holds. Such discretetime transfer functions are useful for designing digital controllers. Finally, bounds on multiplicative and additive uncertainties are obtained for a range of reference ¯ows rates, for continuous and discrete-time cases.



Acknowledgements The ®rst author would like to thank Jacques Sau of University of Lyon I, France, for fruitful discussions on the subject. Appendix A. Calculus of di€usive wave equation from Saint±Venant equations If ql ˆ 0, and neglecting inertia terms …oQ=ot ‡ o…Q2 =A†=ox† in regards of (Agoz=ox), Saint Venant equation (1) becomes: oz oQ ‡ ˆ 0; ot ox oz ˆ ÿSf : ox



B



B is the water surface width. Di€erentiating the ®rst equation with respect to x and the second with respect to t gives:
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o2 z oB oz o2 Q ˆ 0; ‡ ‡ ox ot ox ot ox2 o2 z oSf : ˆÿ ot ox ot Replacing       oB oB oz oB ˆ ; ‡ ox t oz x ox ox z     o2 z oB oz oB oz o2 Q ˆ 0; ‡ ‡ ‡ B oxot oz x ox ox z ot ox2 B



B



o2 z oSf ; ˆ ÿB ot oxot



which give     oB oz oB oz o2 Q oSf ‡ ‡ 2 ˆB ot oz x ox ox z ot ox As oz=ox ˆ ÿSf and oz=ot ˆ ÿ…1=B†…oQ=ox†; the last equation becomes      o2 Q oB oB 1 oQ oSf : ÿ ÿ Sf ‡ ˆB 2 ot ox oz x ox z B ox And as



       oSf oSf oQ oSf oz oSf oQ oSf oQ B ‡ ˆB ÿ ˆB ; ot oQ ot x oz ot x oQ ot x oz ox



we ®nally get:



  oQ 1 oB=ox ÿ …oB=oz†Sf oSf oQ 1 o2 Q ÿ ˆ0 ‡ ÿ B oz ox B…oSf =oQ† ox2 ot B…oSf =oQ†



which is the di€usive wave equation: oQ oQ o2 Q ‡ C…Q; z; x† ÿ D…Q; z; x† 2 ˆ 0 ot ox ox with   1 oB o…BSf † ÿ ; C…Q; z; x† ˆ 2 B …oSf =oQ† ox oz



D…Q; z; x† ˆ



1 : B…oSf =oQ†



Appendix B. Application of the moment matching method to Hayami transfer function [14] Solving the systems of equations obtained by equating centered moments for the di€erent transfer functions in Table 2 leads to the parameters given in Table 3. Details of the resolution are omitted, as it is straightforward but a bit tedious. Details can be found in Rey [14], Malaterre [6] and Litrico [21].
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Table 2



Values of the centered moments for the di€erent transfer functions Hayami p��������������������� exp…C0 ÿ C02 ‡ 4D0 s†= …2D0 †X †



2nd order with delay G exp…ÿss†= ……1 ‡ sK1 †…1 ‡ sK2 ††



2nd order G=……1 ‡ sK1 †…1 ‡ sK2 ††



1st order with delay G exp…ÿss†=1 ‡ sK1



1st order G=1 ‡ sK1



M00



1



G



G



G



G



M01



X =C0



G…s ‡ K1 ‡ K2 †



G…K1 ‡ K2



G…s ‡ K1 †



GK1



M02



2XD0 =C03



G…K12 ‡ K22 †



G…K12 ‡ K22 †



GK12



±



M03



12XD20 =C05



G…2K13



±



±



±



‡



2K23 †



Table 3



Values of the parameters identi®ed for the di€erent transfer functions versus values of CL . CL 6 1



1 < CL 6 9=4



CL > 9=4



1st order



1st order with delay



Gˆ1



Gˆ1



Gˆ1



Gˆ1



±



s ˆ …X =C0 † ÿ K1 p������������������� K1 ˆ 2XD0 =C03



±



s ˆ X =C0 ÿ S



2nd order



2nd order with delay



±



±



±



±



S ˆ X =C0 ÿ  P ˆ 12 X 2 =C02 ÿ 2XD0 =C03



p���������������� K1;2 ˆ 12 …S  j 4P ÿ S 2 † p���� 1=3 p���� S ˆ …ÿb ‡ D† ‡ …ÿb ÿ D†1=3 ÿ  P ˆ …2XD0 =C03 † 1 ÿ 3D0 =SC02



±



±



±



D ˆ …4X 2 D30 =C09 †…9D0 =C0 ÿ 2X †



±



±



±



b ˆ 6XD20 =C05



k1 ˆ X =C0



p���������������� K1;2 ˆ 12 …S  j 4P ÿ S 2 †



Appendix C. Sampling of systems with input delay [17] Consider a system with input delay: x_ …t† ˆ Ax…t† ‡ Bu…t ÿ s†; y ˆ Cx: Its transfer function (or matrix, in case of multiple input and/or multiple output) is given by: P …s† ˆ C…sI ÿ A†ÿ1 Beÿss : The system is sampled with a zero order hold, and a sampling period Te . The time delay s is written: s ˆ rTe ‡ L; 0 6 L < Te : L is the fractional delay, and r the integer part of sampling periods in the delay. With a zero order hold, the input u is constant between two sampling instants. Integration between tk and tk‡1 gives: tZ k‡1



x…tk‡1 † ˆ exp…ATe †x…tk † ‡



exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ t0 ††Bu…t0 ÿ s† dt0 :



tk 00



0



Substituting t ˆ t ÿ s gives: tZ k‡1



tk



exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ t0 ††Bu…t0 ÿ s† dt0 ˆ exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ s††



tk‡1 Z ÿs



tk ÿs



exp…ÿAt00 †Bu…t00 † dt00 :
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As s ˆ rTe ‡ L: tk ÿ s ˆ tkÿr ÿ L; tk‡1 ÿ s ˆ tkÿr‡1 ÿ L: Between tk ÿ s and tkÿr , the input u is constant, equal to ukÿ1ÿr , and between tkÿr and tk‡1s ; u ˆ ukÿr . Then the last equation becomes: tZ k‡1



tk



exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ t0 ††Bu…t0 ÿ s† dt0 2



tZ kÿr



6 ˆ exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ s††4



exp… ÿ At00 †Bukÿ1ÿr dt00 ‡



tk ÿs



tk‡1 Z ÿs



3 7 exp… ÿ At00 †Bukÿr dt00 5



tkÿr



ˆ Aÿ1 exp…A…tk‡1 ÿ s††‰… exp… ÿ A…tk ÿ s†† ÿ exp… ÿ Atkÿr ††Bukÿ1ÿr ‡ … exp… ÿ Atkÿr † ÿ exp… ÿ A…tk‡1 ÿ s†††Bukÿr Š ˆ Aÿ1 ‰… exp … ATe † ÿ exp … A…Te ÿ L††Bukÿ1ÿr ‡ … exp … A…Te ÿ L†† ÿ I†Bukÿr †Š with B1 ˆ Aÿ1 ‰ exp … A…Te ÿ L†† ÿ IŠB; B2 ˆ Aÿ1 ‰ exp … ATe † ÿ exp … A…Te ÿ L††ŠB; A ˆ exp … ATe †; the sampled system becomes: xk‡1 ˆ Axk ‡ B1 ukÿr ‡ B2 ukÿ1ÿr ; yk ˆ Cxk : And the sampled transfer function (or matrix) is: P  …z† ˆ C…zI ÿ A†ÿ1 …B1 ‡ B2 zÿ1 †zÿr : With a representation where A is diagonal A ˆ diag…ki †; P …s† can be decomposed in simple elements: X Ci Bi P …s† ˆ s ÿ ki i then A ˆ diag… exp…ki Te †† 0 1  B C  B C B exp …ki …Te ÿL††ÿ1 C B C; B1 ˆ B Bi ki C B C  @ A 



0 B B B B2 ˆ B B Bi B @







1



C C C exp …ki Te †ÿ exp …ki …Te ÿL†† C ki C C  A  
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and P  …z† ˆ zÿr



X Ci Bi …bi1 ‡ bi2 zÿ1 † i



z ÿ exp ÿ …ki Te †



with bi1 ˆ



exp …ki …Te ÿ L†† ÿ 1 and ki



exp …ki Te † ÿ exp …ki …Te ÿ L†† : ki For a ®rst order transfer function with delay P …s† written as bi2 ˆ



Geÿss : …1 ‡ sK† G is the steady state gain, K the time constant, and s the pure time delay, the sampling of P …s† with a zero order hold gives: P …s† ˆ



P  …z† ˆ zÿrÿ1 with



as



b ‡ czÿ1 1 ÿ azÿ1



        L ÿ Te Te L ; c ˆ G exp ÿ exp a ˆ exp… ÿ Te =K†; b ˆ G 1 ÿ exp ÿ1 : K K K The sampling with a ®rst order hold can also be derived from the result with a zero order hold, H1 …s† ˆ H0 …s†‰1 ÿ exp… ÿ sTe †Š



1 ‡ sTe : sTe
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